Program Guide
Week 18

Sunday April 26th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

The World Game - Join Lucy Zelic, David Zdrilic and Craig Foster for a highlights and
previews of the A-league weekend, plus the best action, news and exclusive interviews
from around the football world. (An SBS Production) CC

2:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

4:00 pm

FA Cup 2015: Semi Final Highlights - Highlights from the FA Cup 2015 Semi Final.
(Football)
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4:30 pm

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 Magazine - Highlights and news from the latest
round of the UEFA Champions League. (From Switzerland, in English) (Football) CC

5:00 pm

World Of Cycling 2015 - All the latest cycling news and highlights from across the
world. Hosted by Mike Tomalaris. (Cycling) CC

5:30 pm

Khrushchev Does America - In 1959, at the height of the Cold War, Soviet Premier
Nikita Khrushchev embarked on a two-week PR tour across the US. Americans emerged
for a glimpse of a Communist dictator visiting their landmarks and experiencing local
hospitality. Greeted by angry mobs and celebrity gawkers, Khrushchev turned on his
charm and quick wit. By the time he hit the West Coast, the US was enthralled by his
presence, chasing him along the whistle-stops of his tour. As current East-West relations
become strained, this is a timely reflection on super power maneuvering. Playing with
didactic documentary form, Tim Toidze weaves the humour, hysteria and surreal qualities
of this state visit into a profile of the political propaganda that permeated both sides of the
Iron Curtain. (From France, in English) (Documentary) PG CC **Premiere**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:35 pm

Rome: The World's First Superpower - Caesar - The story of the greatest Roman of
them all - Julius Caesar. His own memoirs guide us through his journey from bankrupt
civil servant to invincible general. At Alesia, in France, we see the giant ramparts and
infra-red images that show the enormous scale of his military campaign. In Jersey, a
horde of ancient coins reveals his insatiable lust for money. And in Italy, on the banks of
the Rubicon, we relive the moment Caesar sealed Rome’s fate by declaring the civil war
that tore the Republic apart forever… and gave birth to a superpower. (Part 4 of 4) (From
the UK) (Documentary) PG(A) CC **Final**

8:30 pm

Stonehenge Empire - This documentary reveals the people who built Stonehenge,
along with their sophistication, ambition and power. A lost civilisation, rediscovered and
redefined, based on exclusive access to the biggest archaeological survey ever
undertaken of Stonehenge’s sacred landscape. (From the UK) (Documentary) M(A) (Rpt)
CC

10:15 pm

The People Who Never Stop - Animated Short Film. (From France and Japan).

10:25 pm

Cycling: Liege-Bastogne-Liege 2015 - SBS’s Michael Tomalaris and Henk Vogels host
the iconic one day Belgian classic Leige-Bastogne-Leige LIVE on SBS. Known as “La
Doyenne”, the race around the Ardennes is the oldest of the 5 monuments. Featuring a
series of punchy climbs that reward aggressive riders, the honours roll of LiegeBastogne-Liege contains some of the sport’s biggest names, topped by 5 time champ
Eddy Merckx. Orica-GreenEdge star Simon Gerrans made history in 2014 becoming the
first ever Aussie winner. (Cycling) CC **Live all markets excluding WA** (Central
States ‘crash in’ at 10.25pm)
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CENTRAL STATES ONLY (SA & NT)
1:30 am

Einspruch VI – The story of a deportation that ended with the tragic death of an asylum
seeker in March 2010. The film is told from the subjective perspective of the asylumseeker, who's application was rejected. Winner, Special Jury Prize, Clermont-Ferrand
International Short Film Festival 2012. (From Switzerland, in English & German) (Short
Film) (Drama) (2011) M(S,A,L,N)

1:50 am

Sevilla - A woman, her boyfriend and his best male friend impulsively decide to make a
road trip to Seville. (From the Netherlands, in Dutch & French) (Short Film) (Drama) (Rpt)
M(N,L)

ALL MARKETS REJOIN
2:00 am

Death Unexplained - With unprecedented access to one of the busiest Coroner's
jurisdictions in the UK, this three-part series follows Her Majesty's Coroner for West
London, Alison Thompson, and her team as they investigate the 4,000 or so unexplained
deaths that end up on their slate every year. In the second episode, Alison's team is
called to investigate the case of a man who died at the scene of a suspicious fire, and an
unusual road traffic fatality. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 3) (Rpt) M(A)
CC

2:50 am

The Lala Road - Young Chinese lesbians make their way along a difficult path, rejecting
traditional ideas about marriage and family to be with the women they love. (From
Australia) (Short Film) PG

3:00 am

First Australians - An Unhealthy Government Experiment - Jandamurra is born on a
cattle station in the Kimberley in the 1870s. His hybrid life takes a bloody turn when he
trades in his status as a police tracker for his own people. Gladys Gilligan is one of more
than 50,000 half-caste children plucked from her family and sent to a mission. The Chief
Protector of Aborigines, AO Neville, orders her to be arrested and denies her the right to
marry three times, but she remains resolutely independent. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC

3:55 am

Sas - The Search For Warriors - For the first time in 25 years the Australian SAS lift
their strict veil of secrecy to reveal what it takes to pass the most physically challenging
and psychologically demanding military selection process in the world. In a gripping twopart series, the program follows the journey of 131 hopefuls, who hail from the cream of
the military, as they attempt the brutal 21 day trial. Most who start will never finish. This is
the ultimate search for warriors. (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary) (Final) (Rpt) M
(L) CC
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5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Rieu Royale - To mark the investiture of the new King and Queen of Amsterdam in April
2013, Andre Rieu performed this Coronation Concert to an audience of tens of thousands
in Museum Square in Amsterdam. This unique live recording features the Coronation
Waltz Andre wrote especially for the occasion, along with backstage footage and
interviews with the King of the Waltz himself. (From the Netherlands, in Danish, French,
German and English) (Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC

2:55 pm

Poh & Co. Bitesize - A sneak peek into the new series which sees Poh entering an
exciting new stage of her life, with her husband, family and friends, and two pet dogs, all
along for the ride.

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC
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3:30 pm

Exploring China: A Culinary Adventure - Ken Hom, the godfather of Chinese cuisine,
and Ching-He Huang, leading chef of the contemporary generation, together undertake
an epic 4,500-kilometre culinary adventure across China - not only to reveal its food, but
its people, history, culture and soul. They begin in Beijing, the imperial capital for 800
years. It is a city where tradition and innovation sit side by side, and where quintessential
Chinese dishes - noodles, dumplings and Peking duck - are being showcased with a new
culinary confidence. (From the UK, in English and Mandarin) (Food Series) (Part 1 of 4)
(Rpt) G CC

4:30 pm

The Dales With Ade Edmondson - Sixteen-year-old shepherd Phillip Mellin goes to
Skipton Auction Mart hoping to buy a dog he can train, while his mother Carol tries to sell
her four-legged friend Jess. Tom Orde-Powlett sets up a boar park at Bolton Castle in
Wensleydale, and Adrian Edmondson meets the Leyburn Band during preparations for
the Hardraw Scar Brass Band Contest. (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC

5:00 pm

Living Black - First Year Medical Student - Australia's leading Indigenous current
affairs program. A medical placement is a daunting task for any doctor. But what’s it like
for an Indigenous medical student in one of Australia’s most remote hospitals, helping
some of the most vulnerable people. Hosted by Karla Grant. (An SBS/NITV Production)
CC **New Episode**

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Food Safari - Thai - This week's program enters the fresh, clean world of Thai food.
While many ingredients are available in supermarkets, Maeve visits Thainatown in
Sydney with her chef friend Sujet Saengkham to learn about fish sauce and noodles,
seasoning sauce and dried prawns. Also, shop owner Ari Walpole gives a rundown of the
many types of eggplant, chillies and herbs needed for simple dishes. (Commissioned by
SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Is Your Brain Male Or Female? - Dr Michael Mosley and Professor Alice Roberts
investigate if male and female brains really are wired differently. New research suggests
that the connections in men and women’s brains follow different patterns - patterns which
may explain typical forms of male and female behaviour. But are these patterns innate, or
are they shaped by the world around us? Using a team of human lab rats and a troop of
barbary monkeys, Michael and Alice test the science and challenge old stereotypes. They
ask whether this new scientific research will benefit both men and women - or whether it
could drive the sexes even further apart. (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC
**Premiere/Michael Mosley Season**
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8:30 pm

Tea And Coffee Trails With Simon Reeve - The Tea Trail - In this 2-part series,
adventurer and journalist Simon Reeve uncovers the stories behind the nation's favourite
drinks. While we drink millions of cups of the stuff each day, how many of us know where
our tea actually comes from? From Mobassa, Kenya, Simon follows the tea trail, through
the epic landscapes of Kenya and Uganda and learns that the industry that supplies our
everyday cuppa is not immune to the troubles of the continent - poverty, low wages and
child labour. (From the UK) (Documentary series) (Rpt) PG CC

9:30 pm

Strip The Cosmos - Expedition Mars - This program uses CGI animation to strip apart
our cosmic neighbour - Mars - tearing off swirling dust storms, frozen ice caps, and giant
volcanoes - layer by layer - to explore the secrets that lie beneath the Red Planet. Mars
has been a tough training ground, with half the missions sent there ending in failure.
Swirling dust storms, deadly radiation, and arctic temperatures await the first, pioneering,
astronauts. Despite the dangers, space agencies around the world race to launch the first
human mission. So why explore this seemingly cold, barren wasteland? Mars was once a
lot like earth. This episode visits ancient riverbeds, polar ice caps, and giant volcanic
regions, to find out what went wrong for this alien planet. (Ep.4) (From the UK)
(Documentary) G CC **New Episode**

10:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

Cucumber - Everyone gets caught up in Henry’s grand scheme, and life appears to be
perfect. But only Freddie realises the truth. As events of the past catch up with them all,
Henry reaches out to family, friends and lovers in order to survive, and yet he still has to
face the greatest challenge of all. (Ep.8) (From the UK) (Drama Series) MA(S,L) CC
**Final**

11:55 pm

Movie: The Sky Crawlers - A visually striking Japanese anime based on the very
successful science fiction novels by Hiroshi Mori. On a future Earth, there is no longer
any war between nations. Peace reigns over the entire planet. However, it's been found
that people need the tension and excitement of war to truly feel alive. To fill this need,
staged 'wars' between various corporations provide the excitement that actual wars had
provided. Directed by Mamoru Oshii. (From Japan, in English) (Animation) (2009) (Rpt) M
(A)

2:05 am

The Contagious Apparitions Of Dambarey Dendrite - Dambarey is a street kid, who in
a dendrite induced trance, turns invincible to outfox Kathmandu with his gang of five.
Little does he know that his altered mind is playing wicked tricks to lead him and his
friends to a place of no return. (From Nepal, in Nepali) (Short Film) (Drama) (2013) (Rpt)
MA(D,L)
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2:25 am

Hellfjord - After breaking out of Solvik jail in a spectacular way, Salmander finds himself
in an even more difficult situation. The local journalist Johanne comes to the rescue just
before it goes seriously wrong, and together they connect the dots that finally lead to
Bosse Nova, owner of a local fishery. (S.1,Ep.4) (From Norway, in Norwegian) (Comedy)
(Rpt) MAV(V)

3:00 am

World's Most Dangerous Roads - Ethiopia - Comedians Hugh Dennis and David
Baddiel drive over 2,000 kilometres of Ethiopia's death-defying, bone-shaking roads in a
quest to reach Aksum, known as the home of the Ark of the Covenant. Along the way
they have to compete with truck drivers high on local drug khat, a calamitous breakdown
and a shortage of fuel in the middle of the night. At times, it seems like David and Hugh
will need a miracle to get them to the end of the road and the holiest place in this deeply
religious country. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) M (L) CC

4:00 am

One Born Every Minute: What Happened Next? - This series explores the realities of
parenthood and reveals what happened next to some of One Born's most memorable
couples. This episode, One Born catches up with Kerry and Paul. After a lot of screaming
from Kerry and a few firms words from her midwife, baby Jamie - their second child - was
born. Nine months on and his older sister Emily is exhibiting classic signs of sibling
rivalry! Shelagh accidentally fell pregnant at the age of 40 and separated from the father
of her child shortly after. She began a new relationship during her pregnancy and planned
to bring up the baby with her new partner. That relationship didn’t last but three years on
and her baby boy is now a cheeky toddler causing all sorts of mischief. (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC
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Tuesday April 28th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Massive Moves - Huge Hacienda - Teams of engineers and truckers face some
daunting challenges as they transport monstrous structures that were never meant to
leave their foundations. In Florida, a couple hire Modern Building Movers to ferry their two
story Spanish-style home down a busy waterway and through the busy streets of Palm
Beach. (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC

1:25 pm

Poh & Co. Bitesize - A sneak peek into the new series which sees Poh entering an
exciting new stage of her life, with her husband, family and friends, and two pet dogs, all
along for the ride.

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC
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3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

3:30 pm

Out Of Control - Breakthroughs in science mean we now know more about how our
brains work than ever before. In this programme, we explore the surprisingly dominant
role played by our unconscious mind. Why do we 'sense' rather than 'see' something
that's a possible danger? Is the unconscious always right? And could we switch off our
unconscious or even rewire it? (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M CC

4:30 pm

Expedition Wolf - The second episode in this engaging two part natural history series
follows the fortunes of one very special pack of wolves as they return to North America's
West Coast. Wildlife cameraman Gordon Buchanan and his team of wolf experts spend
four weeks camping out in the bitterly cold Cascade Mountains. They discover that most
of the wolf pack had been killed by locals who live by the motto " shoot, shovel and shut up". The team hope that at least some of the pack has escaped. As they chase exciting
new leads there is a glimmer of hope on the horizon. (Documentary Series) (From the
UK, in English) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Food Safari - Lebanese - This week Maeve O'Meara goes in search of the fresh green
flavours of Lebanese food when she visits one of her favourite Middle Eastern emporiums
with master chef Greg Malouf. There, she discovers how to choose the best tahini,
yoghurt, burgul, chick peas and spice mixes for use in the Lebanese kitchen. Later,
Maeve visits Samira Saab whose tabouli is legendary and who has some simple tips on
making it taste amazing. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Russia's Lost Princesses - The World Turned Upside Down - The story of the final
four years in the lives of Tsar Nicholas II's four daughters - Olga, Tatiana, Maria and
Anastasia - concluding with their brutal murders in the bloody climax to the Russian
revolution. Interviews with leading historians, archive footage and dramatic reconstruction
reveal the real women behind the familiar images of beautiful girls in white dresses. (Part
2 of 2) (From the UK) (Documentary) PG(S) CC **Final**

8:30 pm

Insight - Trusting Robots - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and
powerful first-person stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS
Production) CC **New Episode**
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9:30 pm

Dateline - Dateline has a fresh half-hour format for 2015. The award-winning program
allows viewers to walk in the shoes of others in search of the inspiration and surprise in
every global story. (An SBS Production) CC **New Episode**

10:00 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

10:30 pm

Wallander - Missing - A girl disappears on her way to school, and suspicion falls on her
father who has been fighting for her custody. Wallander's investigation is helped when he
visits a woman whom he had arrested when her own daughter disappeared. (S.3,Ep.2)
(Drama) (2013) MA(V) **New Episode**

12:15 am

Movie: Hunting And Gathering - From master director Claude Berri (Jean de Florette)
and starring two of France's brightest young stars, Audrey Tautou and Guillaume Canet,
comes an enchanting romantic fable about a collection of misfits in Paris. Without each
other, Camille, Franck, Philibert and Paulette's lives feel empty, but through one another
they rediscover their passion for life and learn to face the world. Also stars Laurent
Stocker and Françoise Bertin. (From France, in French) (Romance) (2007) (Rpt) M (L,S)

1:55 am

Movie: Lovesickness - A three-part look at the ironies of love, with stories that involve a
young boy, a hostage situation, and a divorced elderly couple caught in a love triangle.
Winner of the Audience Choice Award at the 2007 Chicago International Film Festival.
Directed by Carlitos Ruiz Ruiz and Mariem Pérez Riera, and stars Luis Guzmán, Teresa
Hernández and Silvia Brito. (From Puerto Rico, in Spanish) (Romance) (2007) (Rpt) M
(S,L,V)

3:25 am

Movie: Shifty - Shifty, a young crack cocaine dealer in London, sees his life quickly spiral
out of control when his best friend returns home. Stalked by a customer desperate to
score at all costs, and with his family about to turn their back on him for good, Shifty must
out-run and out-smart a rival drug dealer, intent on setting him up for a big fall. As his
long-time friend Chris, confronts the dark past he left behind him, Shifty is forced to face
up to the violent future he's hurtling towards. Directed by Eran Creevy and stars Riz
Ahmed, Daniel Mays and Jason Flemyng. (From the UK) (Drama) (2008) (Rpt) M (L,D)
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5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Dateline - Dateline has a fresh half-hour format for 2015. The award-winning program
allows viewers to walk in the shoes of others in search of the inspiration and surprise in
every global story. (An SBS Production) CC **Encore**

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

3:30 pm

Insight - Trusting Robots - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and
powerful first-person stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS
Production) CC **Encore**
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4:30 pm

Survivors: Nature's Indestructible Creatures - The Great Dying - Since the
emergence of life on our planet more than 3 billion years ago, it has faced a series of
devastating catastrophes. Yet somehow, a few special species managed to make it
through. How? Professor Richard Fortey travels across the globe to investigate the
survivors of history's three biggest mass extinctions and find out what it takes to become
a long term survivor. In this episode, Richard focuses on a series of cataclysmic events
which saw 90 per cent of species perish 250 million years ago. (From the UK)
(Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 3) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Food Safari - Mexican Safari - Mexican cuisine is one of the most ancient and
developed on earth. In tonight's episode, Mexican expatriates in Australia welcome
Maeve O'Meara into their kitchens to explain some of the recipes and tips.
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Neil Oliver: Sacred Wonders of Britain - Neil Oliver goes on a journey to reveal the
sacred face of Britain, an ancient landscape of belief and ritual that still lies hidden just
below the surface of the modern world. In the first episode, Neil is in search of the very
first stirrings of religion in Britain. In the south of England and on the Scottish borders
great tombs are evidence of ancestor worship among the first farmers of the Neolithic and
an extraordinary discovery in Herefordshire reveals what really lies beneath their burial
mounds. In the flint mines of Grimes Graves in Norfolk, he discovers how stone age
miners carried their religion deep underground. (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

8:30 pm

London's Super Tunnel - Platforms and Plague Pits - Building the UK’s newest
underground railway is a big job: it’s big money, big trains – and it needs big stations. In
this final part of the three-part series, engineers must put together the giant jigsaw that
will become a cathedral-sized station at Canary Wharf. It’s so big, they have to build it in
a dock and underwater. Its architect-designed roof is so complicated it comes in a kit of
over 2500 pieces. As engineers carve out the underground caverns that will become the
new stations, they hit on some gruesome discoveries of London’s past. (Part 3 of 3)
(From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

9:30 pm

The Legacy - Signe confronts her parents about her past, Gro meets with investors
regarding the launch of the museum at the family mansion and Frederik sees Veronika's
ghost. (S.1,Ep.3) (From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series) M(S,A **New Episode**
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Wednesday April 29th, 2015
10:35 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:05 pm

Adam Looking For Eve - Self-assured and busty student Raffaella, 19, fancies
muscular men with charisma - like 22-year-old Maurice, an independent entrepreneur
looking for a steady relationship. One would think the romantic setting would be perfect
for these two, but after the initial meeting it becomes clear that Raffaella and Maurice are
not clicking. Perhaps horse trainer Samantha, 21, who has been psychologically matched
with Maurice, will create more of a spark with him. Meanwhile, a second match for
Raffaella is on his way...and Sven will completely shake things up. (From the
Netherlands, in Dutch & English) (Reality/Entertainment) MA(N) **Encore**

12:00 am

Movie: The Song Of Sparrows - A tale of moral decline and redemption from Oscarnominated director Majid Majidi. Karim is a poor man with an ambitious son and two
daughters, one of whom is deaf. He loses his job just when his daughter Haniyeh needs a
new hearing aid. He then learns some lessons about life when he resorts to using his
motorcycle as a taxi in Tehran. Nominated for the Golden Bear at Berlin in 2008. Stars
Raza Najee, Cameran Dehqan and Mariam Akbari. (From Iran, in Farsi and Azerbaijani)
(Drama) (2008) (Rpt) PG

1:45 am

Movie: Ben X - As an alternative to getting bullied at school, Ben, a withdrawn teenager,
retreats into a fantasy world of online gaming. After one particularly traumatic incident, he
starts to develop suicidal tendencies Then Scarlite comes into his life, and together they
devise a plan for revenge. Winner of Most Popular Film at Montréal in 2007. Directed by
Nic Balthazar and stars Greg Timmermans, Marijke Pinoy and Laura Verlinden. (From
Belgium, in Flemish) (Drama) (2007) (Rpt) M (A,L)

3:25 am

Movie: Swing - Max, a ten-year-old boy, falls in love with Gypsy music when he hears an
impoverished guitar virtuoso play. Making his way to the wrong side of the town, Max
begs the guitarist to teach him the instrument in exchange for helping the illiterate man
draft letters to the ever-present social security department. Directed by Tony Gatlif and
stars Oscar Copp, Lou Rech and Tchavolo Schmitt. (From France, in French and
Romani) (Drama) (2001) (Rpt) PG
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Thursday April 30th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Living Black - First Year Medical Student - Australia's leading Indigenous current
affairs program. A medical placement is a daunting task for any doctor. But what’s it like
for an Indigenous medical student in one of Australia’s most remote hospitals, helping
some of the most vulnerable people. Hosted by Karla Grant. (An SBS/NITV Production)
CC **Encore**

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC
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Thursday April 30th, 2015
3:30 pm

Fit To Rule: How Royal Illness Changed History - Tudors to Stuarts: From Gods to
Men - Overweight, mentally unstable, diseased and infertile. In this new series, Dr Lucy
Worsley turns the familiar history of our monarchy on its head - revealing our rulers’
human frailties and biological weaknesses and unearthing the truth behind some most
mysterious royal deaths. This is the story of remarkable dynasties and their emotional
highs and lows. These incredible family dramas, played out on a national stage, have
often been just as important in the country’s fate as military might, or political
manoeuvring. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC

4:30 pm

Murdoch - This two-part series provides a definitive account of how one man took
control of the media and became one of the wealthiest, most powerful and feared figures
in the world. It pulls no punches as it delivers the complete inside story of this
extraordinary man and his family empire, an empire that started with The Adelaide News,
and now includes major newspapers in Australia and across the globe, as well as
international television channels, a movie studio and a major publishing company, just to
name a few. (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 2) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Food Safari - Turkish Safari - Host Maeve O'Meara visits an emporium filled with
ingredients for Turkish cooking with her friend chef Serif Kaya. Esma Koroglu discusses
the Turkish love of colourful dips and whips up two beauties - a beetroot dip and a carrot
dip. Ishil Ihtiyar then makes a salad of golden roasted eggplant and a bulgar pilaf with
cracked wheat and capsicum paste. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Rachel Khoo's Cosmopolitan Cook - Stockholm - Rachel takes in the cool of
Sweden’s capital to discover why Scandinavian food is so fashionable right now and is
inspired by some traditional Swedish baking. Back home Rachel bakes Savoury Swedish
Buns, Venison with Celeriac Puree & Pickled Blackberries and a Lingonberry and
Raspberry Mazarin Tart. (From the UK) (Food Series) G CC **New Episode**

8:00 pm

Poh & Co. - Love... And Pizza! - Poh and Jono start building a wood-fired pizza oven to
enhance their outdoor entertaining area, so of course Poh enlists Andre’s help to find a
good tutor in the art of pizza dough. Both end up getting a lesson from Mauro Gulli, an
immigrant from Calabria who does Andre’s commercial baking and used to be a pizzaiolo
in Italy. It’s a lot of fun. Later, Poh and Jono, and Rhino and Tim, escape the chaos at
home with a picnic at the gorgeous beach at Port Willunga, south of Adelaide.
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) G CC **New Episode**
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Thursday April 30th, 2015
8:30 pm

The First Masterchef: Michel Roux Jnr - Michel Roux Jr explores the life and influence
of his great culinary hero, Georges Auguste Escoffier - the man who turned eating into
dining. The first great restaurant chef, Escoffier established restaurants in grand hotels all
over the world and in these centres of luxury and decadence the world's most glamorous
figures of the day would mix - actresses and princes, duchesses and opera singers.
Catering to this international jet set, Escoffier produced fabulous dishes that combined
luxury and theatricality, elevating restaurant food to an art form. (From the UK, in English
& French) (Food) G CC **Premiere**

9:30 pm

Vikings - To The Gates! - The Viking army embarks and Paris goes into lockdown as the
army prepares the defence, overseen by Count Odo. The Vikings are determined to
make it through the gates of Paris and conquer the city; they will stop at nothing to
succeed. (S.3,Ep.8) (From Canada & Ireland) (Drama Series) (class tba) CC **New
Episode**

10:25 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

The Final Member - Welcome to the Icelandic Phallological Museum - the world’s
only penis gallery. Owner, operator and phallus obsessive Sigurdur “Siggi” Hjartarson has
dedicated four decades to assembling and displaying an extensive array of male
genitalia, but one specimen is conspicuous in its absence: a human appendage. His
efforts to complete his collection span the humbling and the humorous, as the evereccentric and always sincere Siggi scours the globe for the last piece of his penis puzzle.
As potential donors emerge, his unusual search offers an examination of the meaning of
masculinity and manhood. (From Canada, in English and Icelandic) (Documentary) (Rpt)
MA(A,N) CC

12:20 am

Movie: The Guard Post - An atmospheric mix of horror and military thriller based in
Korea's Demilitarised Zone. An entire army unit is found dead and all that remains is the
prime suspect - a soldier wielding an axe. Directed by Kong Su-chang and stars Chun
Ho-jin, Jo Hyun-jae and Lee Young-hoon. (From South Korea, in Korean) (Horror) (2008)
(Rpt) MAV (H,V)

2:35 am

Movie: The Princess Of Montpensier - This swashbuckling romance tells the story of
Marie de Mézières, a beautiful and clever young heiress who enslaves the hearts of men
throughout 16th century France. In due course, the contest for her affection causes a
violent rivalry between four different suitors. Nominated for the Palme d'Or at the 2010
Cannes Film Festival. Directed by Bertrand Tavernier and stars Mélanie Thierry, Lambert
Wilson and Gaspard Ulliel. (From France, in French) (Drama) (2010) (Rpt) M (N,V)
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Friday May 1st, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

NITV News Week In Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of
contemporary life within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, broadening
and redefining the news and current affairs landscape. (News)

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC
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Friday May 1st, 2015
3:30 pm

Inspector Rex - Graduation Party - A professor from an online university is found
murdered in a suburb of Rome. The investigations focus on the university, and Inspector
Terzani and Rex explore the variegated world of the online Faculty, which has bases in
Rome, Novedrate and Messina. The professor had taught cultural anthropology, and it is
this discipline which puts the inspector on the track of a mysterious spiritual community
which the professor had suggested as the subject of a graduation thesis on the method of
"participating observation". (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) PG(V,A) CC

4:30 pm

Coast - Life Beyond the Edge - An exploration of the history and culture of some of the
most extreme locations in Britain. Nick Crane visits the Isles of Scilly, Ruth Goodman
walks the dangerous path traversed daily by the Branscombe Cliff farmers in Devon, and
Mark Horton investigates the Transatlantic Telegraph service. Meanwhile, Hermione
Cockburn learns how the fossil of a large sea creature found at St David's Head,
Pembrokeshire, shaped scientists' understanding of Earth's history. (From the UK)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Heston's In Search Of Perfection - Roast Chicken - It's back to basics as kitchen
alchemist Heston Blumenthal tackles a classic Sunday roast - chicken with all the
trimmings. Heston and his lab manager, Chris, begin with a taste test to choose the best
bird. Described by the French as “the fourth gastronomic wonder of the world”, the Poulet
de Bresse comes out on top because of its dense, flavoursome flesh. This is due to the
strict government controls that are imposed in the region of Bourg-en-Bresse, where the
chickens are given plenty of space to run around. The roast potatoes are next and the
chef not only selects the best tatty for the job but also conducts an experiment to
determine whether those parboiled in salted or unsalted water result in the best roasties.
(Ep.6) (From the UK) (Food Series) G CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Twilight Of Civilisations - The End Of The Age Of Pyramids - How did the most
prestigious human civilisations decline and finally collapse? Archaeologists are
excavating the sites where these civilisations once thrived to find new answers to these
crucial questions. Their latest discoveries have given new keys to reveal the mystery of
these ancient superpowers’ downfall. Drastic and sudden climate change, religious and
political crisis: the first two episodes of The Twilight Of Civilisations investigates the
downfall of the ancient Egyptian empire and the demise of Angkor’s kingdom in
Cambodia. (Part 1 of 2) (From France, in English & French) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC
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Friday May 1st, 2015
8:30 pm

Buck - Winner of the Audience Award at the Sundance Film Festival, Buck follows
Brannaman from his abusive childhood to his phenomenally successful approach to
horses: a real-life “horse-whisperer”, he eschews the violence of his upbringing and
teaches people to communicate with their horses through leadership and sensitivity, not
punishment. Buck possesses near magical abilities as he dramatically transforms horses
– and people – with his understanding, compassion and respect. A truly inspiring story
about an unsung hero, Buck will have audiences laughing through their tears, overcome
by the story of how an ordinary man has made an extraordinary life for himself, in spite of
tremendous odds. (From the US) (Documentary Film) (2011) (Rpt) PG CC

10:05 pm

Grand Tours Of Scotland - Life at the End of the Earth - In this first episode, Paul is
travelling to the beautiful islands of Eriskay, Barra and Vatersay which are famed for their
white sandy beaches and stunning scenery. He discovers that Barra’s tiny airport, set
amongst the sand dunes, is the only place in the world where scheduled flights land on
the beach, braves the Atlantic swells to go lobster fishing with local fishermen and ends
his journey at spectacular Barra Head which has been uninhabited for more than a
hundred years. (Part 1 of 6) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

10:40 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:05 pm

Brooklyn Nine-Nine - The Wednesday Incident - When Jake notices that Holt has
been acting moody, he teams up with Holt’s husband (guest star Marc Evan Jackson) to
figure out what happened. Meanwhile, at the precinct, Charles tries to get a confession
out of a geriatric suspect who pretends to be senile and adorable whenever Amy and
Rosa are around. (S.2,Ep.16) (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG CC **Encore**

11:30 pm

Brooklyn Nine-Nine - The Boyle-Linetti Wedding - It’s the day of Gina and Charles’
parents’ wedding, and the whole squad is given a job to fulfill for the ceremony. However,
Jake and Amy get side-tracked chasing a criminal, and Terry struggles to officiate the
wedding. (S.2,Ep.17) (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG CC **Encore**

12:00 am

Movie: 35 Shots Of Rum - A bittersweet story of an inevitable phase in family life,
explored through the loving relationship between a widowed father and his adoring
daughter living in an apartment in the suburbs of Paris. Winner of the Special Jury Award
at the Gijón International Film Festival in 2008. Directed by Claire Denis and stars Alex
Descas, Mati Diop and Nicole Dogue. (From France, in French and German) (Drama)
(2008) (Rpt) M (A)

1:50 am

Movie: Incident At Loch Ness - Chronicles the story of the making (and unmaking) of
Werner Herzog's film about Scotland's infamous Loch Ness monster, as well as the
aftermath of that fateful effort. Shocking, controversial and strangely humorous, the film
raises many questions about where reality ends and fiction begins. Directed by Zak Penn
and stars Werner Herzog, Kitana Baker and Gabriel Beristain. (From the US) (Comedy)
(2004) (Rpt) M (L) CC
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3:30 am

Movie: Eastern Plays - Estranged brothers struggle to cope with the bleak reality of
post-communist Bulgaria, trapped between racist violence, drug addiction and a
desperate search for meaning in their lives. A sensitively observed portrait of racial strife
in present day Bulgaria. 2009 Warsaw International Film Festival Grand Prix Award
winner. Directed by Kamen Kalev and stars Christo Christov, Ovanes Torosian and
Saadet Aksoy. (From Bulgaria, in Bulgarian, English and Turkish) (Drama) (2008) (Rpt) M
(A,V,D,L)
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Saturday May 2nd, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

1:55 pm

Elvis Costello - One of the most intelligent writers and singers of his time, Elvis
Costello's output has ranged from punk through to jazz and classical. Discover the man
behind the mask in the first ever intimate profile of this legendary performer. (From the
UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

3:05 pm

Art Of The Night - Painting at night is difficult and problematic, so why have so many
great artists taken on the challenge? Waldemar Januszczak celebrates the nocturnal art
of Rembrandt, Van Gogh, Velazquez, Hopper and Magritte as he explores art's edgy
relationship with the night and tries to discover why the dark adds so much extra drama
and mystery to art. (From the UK) (Arts/Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC
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Saturday May 2nd, 2015
4:15 pm

The Magic Piano - From the makers of the Oscar-winning “Peter and the Wolf” comes
this beautiful animated short to a soundtrack of the piano music of Fryderyk Chopin. It
tells the story of Anna, a girl whose father has to leave Poland to look for work in London.
She’s left with her auntie and annoying little cousin Chip-Chip who desperately seeks her
attention. Missing her father, Anna decides to run away, but he follows her. As she tries
to hide from him in a garbage pile, the children find a broken piano which magically
transforms itself into the Flying Machine and rises into the sky. (From the UK) (Animation)
(Arts) (Rpt) G CC

4:55 pm

Smart Secrets Of Great Paintings - Las Meninas By Velazquez - The painter
accumulates the vertiginous reflections and the enigmatic echos on the court of King of
Spain Philippe IV and reveals us Europe which questions on the place of the illusion and
the reality. (Ep.2) (From France, in English) (Documentary) (class tba) CC **New
Episode**

5:30 pm

Who Do You Think You Are? - Colin Jackson - Sprinting and hurdling champion, and
now BBC Sports Commentator, Colin Jackson was born and brought up in Wales, but he
knows that his parents came from Jamaica in the 1960s. To help untangle his roots, Colin
starts his search by taking a DNA test. (From the UK, in English) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) G CC WS

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Great Continental Railway Journeys - Copenhagen To Oslo - Armed with his 1913
railway guide, Michael Portillo explores Scandinavia and discovers the royal roots of early
20th-century British travellers' close dynastic ties with the kingdoms of Denmark and
Norway. After braving one of the world's oldest rollercoasters in Copenhagen's famous
Tivoli Gardens, Michael takes the train across the Oresund Bridge linking Denmark to
Sweden, where he retraces the tracks of a train which carried a revolutionary Russian
passenger on an epic voyage. In Lund, he samples a smorgasbord before having a
Highland fling in Gothenburg, where he test-drives a vintage Volvo. Crossing the border
again into Norway, Michael discovers how in 1913 this young nation expressed its own
distinctively modern identity in plays, paintings and polar exploration. (S.2,Ep.4) (From
the UK) (Documentary) PG CC **New Episode**

8:35 pm

Movie: Monty Python And The Holy Grail - From the hilarious comedy troupe Monty
Python, comes the story of King Arthur and his knights who embark on a low-budget
search for the Grail, encountering many very silly obstacles. Written by and starring
Graham Chapman, John Cleese, Terry Gilliam, Eric Idle, Terry Jones, and Michael Palin.
(From the UK) (Movie) (Comedy) (1975) (Rpt) PG(V) CC
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10:10 pm

Monty Python: Live At The Hollywood Bowl - In this concert film, the Monty Python
troupe perform many of their greatest sketches from Monty Python’s Flying Circus and
two Monty Python specials, Monty Python’s Fliegender Zirkus, live from their four-night
stand at the Hollywood Bowl in 1980. Jam packed with songs and a host of their finest
gags including Dead Parrot, Nudge Nudge, Ministry of Silly Walks, The Argument Sketch
and, of course, Terry Gilliam’s animations. (From the UK) (Documentary Film) (Rpt)
MA(L) CC

11:40 pm

Movie: Seraphine - An impoverished, middle-aged French housekeeper’s secret talent
for painting is noticed by a respected German art critic, who promises her worldwide
success. Based on the life of one of France’s most famous female artists, Séraphine de
Senlis (1864-1942). Winner of seven César Awards in 2009, including Best Film and Best
Actress. Directed by Martin Provost and stars Yolande Moreau, Ulrich Tukur, Anne
Bennent. (From France, in French and German) (Drama) (2008) (Rpt) PG (A)

1:55 am

Movie: Incendies - When notary Lebel sits down with Jeanne and Simon Marwan to
read them their mother Nawal's will, the twins are stunned to receive a pair of envelopes one for the father they thought was dead and another for a brother they didn't know
existed. In this enigmatic inheritance, Jeanne sees the key to Nawal's retreat into
unexpected silence during the final weeks of her life. She immediately decides to go to
the Middle East to dig into a family history of which she knows next to nothing. Simon is
unmoved by the posthumous mind games of a mother who always distant and cold.
However, the love he has for his sister is strong, and he soon joins her in combing their
ancestral homeland in search of a Nawal who is very different from the mother they knew.
(From France, in French, Arabic & English) (Film) (Drama) (2010) (Rpt) MAV(V,A)

4:15 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

